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Ideas That Work: The Future of Management 

This  email  was  sent  to:  %email% View  in  browser  >

October  1,  2015

The  Audacity  of  Holacracy. A glimpse of

the radical idea, put into practice at Zappos

and elsewhere, that businesses can be utopian

democracies – if designed right. 

by Theodore Kinni
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Leading  Strategic

Growth  and

Change

Oct.  26–30,  2015  
May  9–13,  2016

Does your company have what it takes to achieve

year-over-year growth? Award-winning

strategist Prof. Rita McGrath will help you make

sure it does while you leave the competition in

the dust. During this 5-day program, learn new

ways to identify big opportunities, launch new

ventures, and lead necessary organizational

changes to steer your organization to a

successful future. Learn more and apply on our

website.

Leaps  in  Perspective. A remarkable theory

(which influenced “The Future of Management

Is Teal,” below) explains how individuals,

companies, and civilizations evolve over time,

and how this insight can help your own

leadership improve. 
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1) Average household

2) Own company, another company, or nonprofit board

3) 35% of respondents also say they are likely to attend an executive education program in the next 12 months

4) Per year, business and personal
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Digital edition

Website

E-newsletter

Social media

Print

RSS Feed

Saved item for future reference

Passed item along to others

Used info in work/teaching/studies

Discussed item with others

Visited an advertiser’s website

Recommended a product or service

Purchased/ordered a product/service

Other

Any action





Strategy and leadership

Innovation

Recent research

Interviews with thought leaders

Business literature (book reviews)

Organizations and people

Global perspectives
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